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In his Inttoduett to Mathematicat Philosophy, Russell observed

Theke has been a gnea-t cleat os speculation in tuditionet phitosophy

which might have been avoided Ali the impoktahce os structure, -and

.the diiiiicutty ci-getting behind it, had been neatised. Fon-exampte,

it i4 Win -said that space and :time am.. .subjective, but ate caused

by things in themsetvea which must have dibiekences inter se conngs-

ponding with the dibiekences in the phenomena to which they givt Wise.

Where such hypotheses ake made, it is genekatty supposed that we capt

know, veky .Little about the objective countenpaxt4; In actual Sact,

howevek, is the hypothege4 as stated were connect, the'objective.counten

pants would liokm a woad having the same stauctuke as the Aenomenat

would ... In slant, every pkoition having a communicable4,

eanee must be true os both wontds or cog neither: the only dibiekeAnce

must tie in just that Usence os. individuatity which always etudes

worlds and ba6i46 deactiption, abut which, ion that veny news on, is

innetevamt science Cp. 613,

I take it as axiomatic that Russell's claim about the importance

of structure in so:called traditional philosophy applies also to the

infant science' of"cognitive development. That is, I am prepared to

maintain that it is probably moreimportgnt to ascertain how the organiz

tion of knowledge changes during the course of development than it
I

is to ascertain either the explicit things we come to.known or'how

we come to know them. I would even maintain that the structure of

our knowledge' probably is a more legitimate question foi science to

investigate than the "what" and "how" of our knowledge. Certainly,
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there can be no doub that the structure question, ino view of its

comparative insensi ivity to thorny philosophical questions of mearrilig,

is much easier fo science to 'address. This I not to say that a

thorough going mphasis on the'ontogeny of knowledge stractures is,

without'cost. Concreteness, i.e., the close connection b'etween a

descriptive onstruct and some quantifiable variable, invariably is

sacrificed and with it goes cbnsiderable predictive precision.

HoWever t at may be, most of thequestions which we pres ly need

to have answered about cognitive development appear to be structural

ones.

ersuant to the views just expressed, I should like to deal with

two structure-related'matters in this paper. First, I.shall consider

th concept of structure itself and the question of how this concept

i to be defiried. Second, I shall consider how, generally speaking,

the concept of structure enters into cognitive developmental theory,

In the brief space and time available, it is obvious that we shall

not be able to examine more than few points relating to each of these

matters. Since some selectivity, therefoee, is inIscapable, I have

chosen to focus on points which are discrepant with what I take to

be majority practice either in psychology generally or in cognitive-

developmental psychology particularly.

The Concept of Structure

Historically, psychologists have operated with a concept of struc-

ture which may be charitably termed vague and intuitive. -Tichener,

who coined the terms "structural psychology" and "functional psychqlogy,'

told us in 1898. that the aim of structural psychology is to discover
z.
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fwh t the various' forms of behavior .are "as such" and that the aim of

lfu ctional psychology is to discover the specific purposes that vari-

ou forms of behavior fulfill in the existence of. the organism. It

tl r that Tichener regarded the task of structural psychology as

mire basic than the apparently teleological aim of functional psy-
x

hology. ,It alsofis clear that Tichener intended to promote within

sychology more or lei's the same distinction between structural dis-

iplines and functional disciplines which was then extant in biology

anatomy'vs. physiology). As to the meaning of the concept

of structure and how we are 'to know a psychologral structure when

we see one; Tichener was silent--perhaps prudently so. The second

great structural movement within psychology, gestalt psychology, mas

not any more precise bout the, meaning of thp Structure, concept than

Tichener had been. However, where Tichener_had been silent, the.

original gestalters engaged in a brand of obscurantism of which Hegel

d6 doubt would have been proud. Whatever their other 'merits jay be,

mysterious phrases such as "the whole is greater than'the sum of its

parts" do, not prove definitionally helpful vis-a-vis tile-structure

concept. At best, we derive from 'gestalt psychology a vague feelinici
,

,

that psychological structures are concerned with such thingsts "pat-
.

tern," "form," "configuration," etc. But theseare'merely synonyms

whose own meanings are less than clear.

Psychologists certainly are not the only group,of'scienfists who

waffle on the meaning of structure.. Indeed, vague and intuitive con-

.ceOtiont of structure are the rule in all of psychology's sister bio-

logical sciences. fivwever, definitional imprecision' has not proved
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very troublesome to other biological sciences because their struC-

tures-aie imperson4) for the most part. That is, the biologist can

make direct appeals to public experiential data, especially those

concerned with vision and hearing, and to public testimony which the

psychologist cannot use. Thus; if I ask the anatomist whose office

is down the hall from mine about the sorts of structures he studies,

I imagine that he wiWgive me a tour of his quite remarkable collec-

tion of skeletons. Similarly, if I ask my wife, an audiologist .about

the sorts of structures that she studies, she no doubt will show me

a transverse- sectional diagram of the outer, middle, and inner ears.

If I am especially obstinate', she may even dosobe dissecting for me. .

It is clear then that my anatomist colleavie and my wife, are confi-

dentdent that they know what a biological structure is. Of course, we
A

know that they are somewhat deluded: pointing' to something and saying

"that is a stomach" or "that is a kidney" is not exactly a definition.

But that is not the poir3,--, The 1 is that the?bave the advantage

of being able to show mesothething palpable when I ask, "What is a

structure?" and .I cannot do the same in return bec"ause I, as a psy-

chologist deal data which are essentially personal and nonpublic.

Howevtr, .if I were possessed of a general definition of the concept

of structure, which both the anatomist and my wife Can understand,

then I mighf-be able tmenerate some intelligible psychologiall il-

lustrations.

Before proceeding to formulite a general definition of structure,

we should at least note in plssing the so-called "structuralist move-
-

ment" which has been going on in the social sciences in recent years
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,and concerning which. our two discussants have written with coniider-
v

able eloquence. The structuralist movement merits no more than pass-

ing mention in the present context because it has, in my view, done

more to cloud the meaning of structure ip the minds of psychologists
C3

than to clarify it. With the posSible exception of Pi4,get the riem-

bers of this movement do not seem overly concerned with exhibiting

a precise formulation of their key construct. Instead, they appear

content to identify structure and (what amounts to the same thing),;.

structural -analysis with certain controversial tenets of the personal

metaphysics of the movement's leading members. Among the more notable

tenets are holism, anti-determini'sm, anti-reductionism, effiergence,

Hegelian dialectics, and tare obscure middle ground between mechanism

and vitalism that von Bertalanffy advocated. ,[For an overview of these

tenets Id an analysis of their tole in the structuralist - movement,
rs

the listener is directed to a paper by Loft and Svoboda in Dr. Riegel'

book Issues in pevetapmentat and Histoticat SttactunaLam.] Whatever
.

other functions these obscure and, in the main,-anti-scientific maxims_

may serve, their vagarity alone suffices to preclude their use in a

formal- definition.

The onefact whIch.,-cannot be overlooked about structure, and

overlooking it is but a step quickly taken, is tHat squctune is a

puxety tagicatnotion. That is, it is a concept, which properly belongs

log c and not to science. If we commit the fallacy of 'confusing struc-

with its representations in various sciences (e.g., "gramma

structure skeletal" structure "mathematical" structure), thenO

- we shall hot be able to tormulatt'Natisfactory detinitiOn of the

r
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generic concept. It should be obvious to ,common sense that the ad-

jectives attached 'to "structure" `in different disciplines serve only

to modify and not define the generic concept.df[Recall here the open-

ing quotation.] If we try to define structure by listing the attri-

Nes of mathematical structures, physical structures, biological

structures, etc. (as Piaget, for example, has attempted to do in his

little book StAuctutatiam), then we would have at best 4u66icient

but not nece44aty conditions Attuctuie.

In Ptincipia, Whitehead and Russell divided logic into three

branches: the study.of -statements. about (unquantifiedY statements,

statements about relations, and statements about classes.

"Structure" mhy be reduced to two and only twoprimittve terms from

the latter two branches, viz. ketation and etement. Every structure

must have both relations and elements, and'neither can be reduced to

the other. Neither a collection of elements by itself nor a.relation

by ,itself constautes a structure. [In psychology, our more atomistic

schools are apt to forget the former point and the current structural-

ist movement is apt to forget the latter point.] When we analyze the

structure of-any domain, the first step is to posit certain undefined

elementAry phenomena and the second is to ascertain how they are re-

lated toeach other. Any structure may contain more than one rela:

tion and several structures-may be posited for a single domain of

study.

As I have observed in other papers (Brainerd, 1973a, 1975), struc-

tural analysis has always been a sequential process in which investi-

gators proceed through a series of successive approximaVons tothe

00008
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*true Structure of the phenomena which they study. In physics, for

exam
/

the study of atomic structure proceeded from billiard balls
.

,
.

4

of the nineteenth century to the nuclei and electrons of the Rutherford-

Bohr model to the protons, neutrohsand electrons of early quantm

theory to the energy concentrations in space-time of modern quantum

theory. Similarly,
,
the study of'heredity has proceeded from the cell

.to the nucleus to the chromosomes to the moleCular constituents of

the chromosomes. In short, the history Hof structural analysis in both

1
the ph.Wcal and biological sciences may obe described as,..a successive

penetration to eyer,deeper levels lofanalysis. Generally speaking,

each subsequent, step in a structural analysis takes the undefined

elements of tpe'previo41 step as fts domain and then exhibits their
...;

structure., Th&re is an inescapable methodological inference' which

is justified by the sequential character of struetural%rialysts: .As

a matter of principle, it'is incorrect to,view any structure as the

ultimate or basic structure of some'domains The elements of a struc-
.

ture can, at any moment, be analyzed i o more basic elements and rela-

tions. This inference would seem to be im orfant,from the persepctive

Of the aforementioned structuralist movement; because the inference

qUite obviously does not square with tenets such as holism and

reductionism.

From the working scientist's standpoint, the most important,as-

pect of structural analysis iso4tAuctutat- .i.lomottphism. Obviously,

one can group various domains of study in terms of their structural

similarity. In mathematics, for example, certain number systems (e.g,

integers, rationals, reals) under certain ,perations'are known to

)-cfc

0 0 0 0 9



share the well-known group structure. The property of structural

isomorphism allows us to establish the basic underlying identity of

domains which bear no apparent resemblance to each other. A city and

a map of a city provide a c.fassic illustration. So far a common sense

is concerned, the p4ima keie resemblance, between a map of New,York

and the city itself is quite minimal. We would deem it extremely'

unlikely that a savage, a child, or anyone otherwise unfamiliar with

maps would discover the connection. The ;anima £aei.e dissimilarity

between New York and a map notwithstanding,,a vistor to the city who

wishes to attend the opera does not need to wander about-the city

searching for Lincoln Center; he can consult his map. He knows that

the basic elements of New Yoi-k, the streets and buildings, are iso
,

morphic with certain names on the may and he knows that the relations

"to the west of" and."to the north of" which obtain between the city's

elements are isomorphic with the relations "to the left of" and "above"

which obtain between the names on the map. To get to the opera, our

vistor need only translate the place names and relations of, the map

into the places and relations, respectively, of the city.

Theoprp analogy brings me to the final point I should like to

make 'about the general concept of structure. Wpenever structures

from two or more domains are isomorphic, all statements about any one

of-the domaini whose' truth or faltity depends solely on structure_

have counterparts in the other doma\ins., Morevoer, each of these coun-

terparts is true if and only if the correspondihg statement in the

first domain is ,true and false if and only if the corresponding state-

merit in the first domain is false. The significance of this consequence

oo oio
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of structural isomorphism is very great. Among other things, it means

that, like our vistor to New York, the workibg scientist-can know

a very great deal about a new area of investigation before he conducts

a single experiment. If he knows or has good reason to suspect that

the new area, is structurally isomorphic with some other well-studied

area, then he knows too that the hard-won truths of'the latter have

counterparts in the former.
c

Cognitive Structure and Piaget's Theory

C 0

In the time remaining, let us turn to, the role of*structure in

the study of cognitive development. In particular, let us consider

how the concept of cognitive structure enters into Piaget's global

vision of intellectual development. Since one of our other symposium

participants, Dr. Fischer, has dealt with Piaget'! theory in some

detail, I
shall, to avoid redundancy, mention only one fact about Piaget

cognitive structures which is of general significance from the perspec-

,tive of developmental thdory. This fact is intended to sugg st some

notable differences between Piaget's vaguely typological conc ption

of cognitive structure and the analytic use's of structure mentioned above

Piaget's structures are grounds for his stages. Explicitly he useS=

putative change4 in intellectual- organization which occur during develop-

ment to justify the contention that cognitive devel'oparent is stage-like

(cf. also Brainerd, 1974a; Pinard & Laurendeau, 1969 :

Sinte the time of G. Stanley Nall, developmental theorists have

been divided on two great questions. One question, heredity-environment,

is primarily empirical with philosophical overtones. The other question,

-00011
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continuity-discontinuity, is primarily philosophical ,with empirical

overtones. The latteryestion may be gvmmarized roughly as.

follows. For the sake of perspicuity, developmental psychologists

slice the stream of behavioral development up into manageable,legments

(e.g., infancy, early childhood, middle childhood, ado/escece, adult-

hood). But is it also passible that there are some schemes for slic-

ing,up behavioral development which are.nonarbitrary? The so-called

Ater hypothe4i4 specifies that there are, in fact, cases in which

the slicing results in segments that are teat and mea4u.kabZe'entitie4

rather than mere conventions (Brainerd, 1974b, 1974c). According to

this hypoth'esis, the various segthents posited in some theories com-_

prise natult behavialtat gtoupino.

Piaget subscribes to the stage hypothesis as fust formulated

(cf.. espetially Piaget, 1960, 1971). To him, the global stages which

Or. Fischer has reviewed are more than convenient descriptive headings

under which to group a pot pourri of logical and scientific reason

ng skills., These stages are, in Piaget's (1973, p. A9) own words,

"distinct natural breaks" in the developmental continuum which, because

they are natural rather than conventional, can be measured. Bt.k.gow

are we to validate these stages empirically? As I have observed else-

,
where ,Brainerd, 1974d), those who have Sought to defend the stage

hypothesis in the past have, come up against a dilemma, viz. how much

change is required in quantitative parameters (i.e., thoie whose

estimates are allowed to take real numb401-s as values) before we can

declare that a 'qualitative change or ';`discontinuity" has been obseryed?

Piaget-ha tried to avoid the "How much 'more' is 'different' ?'' di-

lemma by substituting cognitive structures for quantifiable bdbavloral

00012



parameters. The reader is asked t . take it on faith that differences.

between 'structural models borrowed-from abstrac't algebra wutomatically
0,

are qualitative and, hence, that the "How much 'more' is 'different'?"

.qdestion dpes not arise with Piaget's-stages. According to this view,

"different structure" automatically entails "'different stage." 'That

is, if a structural model validated for one age raltge is different

than .a structural model validated for some subsequent age range, then

there 4s a qualitative dtWange or 11

vroups.

ural break" 'between' the two

Piaget's line of reasoning vis-a-vis cognitive Structures and

cognitive stages seems dubious for at least two reasons. First and

most'important, wa a structural algebraic wandat an essentially

quantitative da a base do got magically transform continuity4 into

discohynuity. Algebraic ructures only model the data base.. More-

over, it is not at all ear, at least not to me 'nor to any nathematician

of my acquaintance, tha the differences which obtain between various

algebraic structures are even qualitative. Forexample, consider

the gtoupentent and the groitili the structures which Piaget employs

for the concrete operational and formal-operational stages, respectively.

Ignoring all; the lofty claims and obscure suggestions in Piaget's
-

two logic' books, precisely what are the formal differences between

these two structures? Actually, they differ only on a single postu-
,

late: there is only one identity.eiekent in the generic group but

,

there can be more than one in-a gtoupement. When viewed in this way,

the differehce between these structures does not look very much like

and-ip4o.tfaeto quagitative one. In fact, the differencef looks down-

right quantitative. Generally speaking, the differences which obtain

'00013
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between common algebrilic structures of the genre ,that Piaget has favored.

(e.g., fields, groups, lattices, ringIs)are neither obViously, nor,

intuitively qualitative differences. Quite to the contrary, these,

differences usually amount to small adjustments in a singre:postulate.

Thus, the "How much 'more' is 'different'?" question is still with

us: Just how many changes must be made in how'milly rostulates'before

two structures are qualitatively different?

Although I would maintain that what I have just said is-gobvious

enough on logical g9ounds, it must be admitted that many developmental:

investigators accept the assumptio5 that "different structure'rmeans

"different stage" as a working hypothes'is. I shall not venture to

put forth a definittve.explanation of this disconcerting phenomenon.

However, I shall risk a clinical impression gleaned from my corres-

pondence andnconversation with other investigators. Developmental
A

researchers ofmy acquaintance are almptzt universally unfamiliar with

the higher alg.eb.ra of structure. For the most part; their mathema-

tical training begins and ends with the mathematics of numberesreciall

statistics. Moreover; they are understandably reticent about delving

into a new branch of 'mathematics which,may prove to have no concrete .

payoff for their own research. Therefore, some, are willing.lbccept

on faith the conclusion'that'the higher algebra of structure treats

only of or primarily of qualitative differences. This attitude nas4
O

in, my view, been the source of much misunderstanding.
r

The second problem with Piaget's assumption that "different struc-

ture" means "different stage" is purely empirical. It turns out that
7-

certain predictions which seem to follow from this assumption do not

00011
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square with known empirical fact. Before briefly mentioning the pre-
,

dittions and data, however, it is worth noting that even if the two
-

were in line, the problem just disdused would remain.

13

In the literature, it has long been acknowledged that the,structure-

stage connection entails that the major cognitive skills associated

with each stage, for---014-ch some structure constitutes a formal model,

must be acquired in strict synchrony (e.g.,'Pinard & Laurendeau, 196.9),
.

1Ct is, the orderin which these skills are aCquiredalways is idio-
-

syn ratic to individual children. Recently, it has also'been shown

on ,psychometric grounds that most of.the behaviors modeled.by a gitien

structure must be observed to emerge fairly .early during,the age range

assigned td the stage defided by this structure (Brainerd, 1974b).'

If this condition is not met, then it turns out that stages cannot

be discriminated statistically.

De4lopmental studies'of Piaget's stage-related reasoning skills

have fai edlto confirm eithe,t of the preceding predictions. toncern
k

ing the synchrony prediction, nonidiosyncratic asynchronous acquisi-

tion of these skills has proved to be the rule rather than the excep-

tion. With the concrete-operational stage, for example, we kno;r4tiet

Children acquire many of the- relational skills modeled by the gkoupement

structure (e.g., transitivity, seriation, ordinal number)before they

make much progress with the classificatory skills, modeled by the same'

structure (e.g., class incldsfon matrix classification, cardinal

number). [For reviews of asynchronies associated with the concrete-
%

operational stage, cf. Brainerd (1973b, 1974a, 1974e) and Brainerd

and Hooper (1974),I_ Concerning the abrupt emergence predic on, we

00015
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also know

this way.

invarian

.

that stage=related reasoning skill's are not acquired in

As a rule, these skills emerge gradually imdiscermible,

uences during ,the entire-age range assigned to a given

stage. I eed, it is not at all uncommon foe a reasonin9 skill modeled

by some given structure to emergeAuribl the age 'range assigned to

some different structure. Clais inclusion, for example, is supppsed

to be a concrete-operational skill, However, our most recent evidence

(Brainerd & Kaszor, 1974; Hooper et al., 1974). indicates that class

inclusion, when it: is. understood at all, is not grasped 'until some-

time during the age range assigned to formal operations.

,, Si e my time has expired, I shall not attempt to document my

claims abut what the literature shows any.further. I shall simply

conclude by observing that the data are quite extensive, that they

have been discussed in review papers, and that interested listeners

are'directed to the appropriate'reviews.

opt o:
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